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I guess that we all agree that Dave Ingram is a legend and his harsh vocal style set the
tone for hundreds of other death metal singers.

  

With Dave’s return Benediction came back stronger than ever and amazed everyone with
an outstanding “Scriptures”. And how Dave feels about the band nowadays ? Let’s see…

  

  

  

  Hi Dave ! Seems that nowadays there are very good times for Benediction - you came
back, the new album is a masterpiece and the band is playing live pretty often (I’ve
managed to see you twice within one month).  How does it feel to come back and have
an immediate impact on the band’s career?       Hey mate, many thanks for the interview. I
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really appreciate it.  It’s been fantastic, it really has. The response has been phenomenal, right
from the moment we released the news - a little over 3 years ago. We would have been doing a
lot more in the last few years, but obviously the planet ground to a halt due to the pandemic. We
were lucky that we got the album written and recorded just before it hit. I think the fans’ reaction
was awesome, and expected…over the years I’ve received SO many questions from fans
asking me to go back. Well now I did and all their brains melted. In a good way, obviously.
 
 

      “Scriptures” sounds like a missing album from the very beginning of Benediction.
Although it’s a great album I was wondering- was it hard to “travel back in time” and
somehow revisit the older times?     The ‘Old School’ sound is exactly what we do. If it
ain’t broke, don’t fix it! Why would we want to change that which we’re disciplined at? We won’t,
and even when we did diverge from our standard it did not stray too far. For now we are
embracing the OSDM we have always loved and will continue to write the same groove-laden
metal in the future         As I said- I’ve seen you
live twice, previously I’ve also seen Benediction with Dave Hunt. And all the gigs were
amazing- haven’t you thought about recording a live album?
 
 
These days, live albums are not-so-cheap shots at making money for the label. Best way to
experience the band live is to GO AND SEE THEM. Sure, not everyone can get to a gig, but in
the modern age there’s live streaming and YouTube. You may be surprised at some of the high
quality videos available out there. I’m not a fan of modern live albums, as they lack the ‘classic’
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feel of the past (Black Sabbath’s “Live Evil”, Ozzy’s “Talk Of The Devil” for two examples) but I
wouldn’t be averse to trying. 
 
 

    After two iconic albums - “The Grand Leveller” (Benediction’s best in my opinion)
and “Transcend the Rubicon'' you've taken a bit different direction with “The Dreams
You Dread” - everything went slower, gloomier and it was a noticeable change within
band’s style. Why was that?       As I said earlier, yes we strayed from our usual path, but
we didn’t go too far away from it. Give the album another listen with that in mind. It’s still
Benediction, just on a slightly different facet. And still OSDM, in my opinion.
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      Let’s talk about your episode in Bolt Thrower. You joined the band, when theyalready had a legendary status. How did you get there? Was it hard to jump into one ofthe biggest bands in death metal history?       I was asked to join some months afterleaving Benediction, in 1998. The members of Bolt Thrower and myself were good friends so itwas a logical choice and an easy assimilation. It is part of my life that I will also carry with meforever, with the memories of my tenure being such wonderful times.   I think that Down Among The Dead Man is a criminally underrated band. In one of thesongs there are guests vocals recorded by your son Oliver. Haven’t you thought ofcreating a band with him one day?   Nowadays my son isn’t into much metal, especially the older death stuff. He sometimes likessome older rock tracks, and has his tastes elsewhere. The fact that he likes music is importantto me, and I am happy with whichever genre lights his flame. As for DATDM we will hopefullybegin work on a new album next year. Both myself and Rogga have many projects on the go sothere is no rush at this time.  
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      You’re obviously a science-fiction fan, with all those Dr Who inspirations and acouple of Star Wars-related jokes on stage of Mystic Festival. What in this genre is sospecial for you? What would you pick as the greatest sci-fi book ever written?       Science Fiction, just like music, is an escape. So why not combine the two (as I did in DownAmong The Dead Men, along with songs in several other projects of mine, including the“Scriptures” album!) I absolutely LOVE Doctor Who - I’m sure my tattoos are testament to that -and I’m somewhat of a Star Trek and Star Wars fan also. The “Hello There!” moment onstage isto see if the audience all shout “GENERAL KENOBI!!” back at me. It hasn’t happenedyet…maybe one day. The greatest Sci-Fi book ever written? That’s a tough one! I’d have to gowith a list of a few…and then I’d be missing some out! But try these:   1. The Hitch-Hikers Guide to the Galaxy - Douglas Adams 2. 2001, A Space Odyssey - Sir Arthur C. Clarke 3. Do Androids Dream Of Electric Sheep - Philip K. Dick 4. Make Room, Make Room! - Harry Harrisson 5. The Time Machine - H.G. Wells  It might be a trivial question, but why did you decide to move to Denmark?   Back in 1995 when Benediction were touring with Death around Europe, we played a show inCopenhagen. I was introduced to a woman who became my girlfriend. We had a long distancerelationship for 3 years, and then I decided to move to Denmark full time. It was the best thing Ihave ever done, as Denmark is a wonderful place to live. A very relaxed lifestyle…and the bestbeer in the world.   You recorded some guest vocals for 1914’s last album. Obviously, the situation for theguys there right now is not easy - do you think what war in Ukraine will end anytimesoon? What outcome might we expect?  
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      I stand with Ukraine on this, personally. Benediction have tried to keep politics out of themusic all these years, so I won’t go too far into it, but my heart goes out to the Ukrainian people.The outcome will be bleak, whatever it is. Things in the world have changed.       Thanksfor the interview. Last word goes to you- is there anything you’d like to tell our readers?   Thank you for the support all these years, myself and the band are in awe of the fans out there!THANK YOU!! Stay true to the scene and the scene will stay true to you. Thanks for theinterview, it has been awesome!  Here’s a list of current albums on my turntable: 1. Voivod - Nothingface 2. Stoner - Totally… 3. Crypta - Echoes of the Soul 4. Brant Bjork and the Bros - Somera Sol 5. David Bowie - Hunky Dory    Interview Wojciech Michalak  Foto Necronosferatus          
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